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Chapter 1
Colour Octet Extension of 2HDM
German Valencia∗†
School of Physics and Astronomy
Monash University, Melbourne, Australia.
In this talk we consider some aspects of the Manohar-Wise extension of the SM
with a colour-octet electroweak-doublet scalar applied to 2HDM. We present the-
oretical constraints on the parameters of this extension to both the SM and the
2HDM and discuss related phenomenology at LHC.
1. Introduction
Now that the Higgs boson has been found1,2 everyone is asking whether it is really
THE Higgs. Alternatively, the question is whether there any more scalars, and we
got a hint last December that there may be one at 750 GeV.3,4 Many extensions
of the scalar sector of the SM have been studied: two higgs doublet models, extra
singlets, triplets ... but mostly colour singlets. There are known phenomenological
constraints on these extensions: triplets tend to run into trouble with the ρ parame-
ter; multiple doublets introduce FCNC, and so on. FCNC can be avoided in several
ways: one can require each doublet to couple to same charge quarks (known as
type II 2HDM);5 or one can impose minimal flavour violation,6,7 where all flavour
breaking is due to Yukawa matrices.
Assuming that the new scalars are singlets under the flavour group, MFV allows
only SU(2) doublets that are colour singlets or colour octets, and the addition of a
colour octet to the SM was introduced by Manohar and Wise (MW).8 Colour singlets
are the usual case of the 2HDM9 whereas colour octets are another possibility that
has received less attention. Other possibilities exist if the scalars transform under
the flavour group.10 There are also many complete models that have colour octet
scalars, such as unification with SU(5);11 with SO(10),12 models where the Higgs
boson is not elementary such as topcolour,13 technicolour14 models and many more.
New colour octet scalars can have a large effect on loop level Higgs decay, which
is also the dominant production mode.8 One of first examples of NP ruled out by the
Higgs observation was the fourth generation, in which gluon fusion production of the
∗German.Valencia@monash.edu
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Higgs would be about 10 times larger than in the SM, due to the extra contributions
from t′, b′ in the loop. Similar large effects can appear in Higgs physics in the
presence of colour octet scalars but in this case the couplings that appear in Higgs
production can have either sign and their magnitude is a free parameter so that
they could, for example, cancel the new contributions from a fourth generation.15
Other examples of their exotic phenomenology are that they can produce the Higgs
with completely different Yukawa coupling for top,16 or induce large CP violation
in Higgs production.17 Even though there are many studies of this type,15–33 these
colour-scalars are very hard to see directly at LHC.
2. The model
The most general renormalizable scalar potential for the SM plus MW isa
V = λ
(
H†iHi − v
2
2
)2
+ 2m2s TrS
†iSi + λ˜1 H†iHi TrS†jSj + λ˜2 H†iHj TrS†jSi
+
(
λ˜3 H
†iH†j TrSiSj + λ˜4 eiφ4 H†iTrS†jSjSi + λ˜5 eiφ5 H†iTrS†jSiSj + H.c.
)
+ λ˜6 TrS
†iSiS†jSj + λ˜7 TrS†iSjS†jSi + λ˜8 TrS†iSi TrS†jSj
+ λ˜9 TrS
†iSj TrS†jSi + λ˜10 TrSiSj TrS†iS†j + λ˜11 TrSiSjS†jS†i. (1)
where v ∼ 246 GeV is the Higgs vev.
After symmetry breaking, the non-zero vev of the Higgs gives the physical Higgs
scalar h a mass m2H = 2λv
2 and it also splits the octet scalar masses as,
m2S± = m
2
S + λ˜1
v2
4
, m2S0R,I
= m2S +
(
λ˜1 + λ˜2 ± 2λ˜3
) v2
4
, (2)
The parameters m2S , and λ˜1,2,3 should be chosen such that the above squared masses
remain positive.
Our next step is to extend the type I and type II two Higgs doublet models with
a colour octet electroweak doublet as in MW. The scalar potential is required to
satisfy desirable properties: minimal flavour violation and custodial symmetry and
is constructed in steps as follows. We start with the well known 2HDM potential
for (Φ1,Φ2) assuming CP conservation and a discrete symmetry Φ1 → −Φ1 that is
only violated softly by dimension two terms.9b
V (Φ1,Φ2) = m
2
11Φ
†
1Φ1 +m
2
22Φ
†
2Φ2 −m212
(
Φ†1Φ2 + Φ
†
2Φ1
)
+
λ1
2
(
Φ†1Φ1
)2
+
λ2
2
(
Φ†2Φ2
)2
+ λ3
(
Φ†1Φ1
)(
Φ†2Φ2
)
+ λ4
(
Φ†1Φ2
)(
Φ†2Φ1
)
+
λ5
2
[(
Φ†1Φ2
)2
+
(
Φ†2Φ1
)2]
. (3)
aWe use a normalization of λ with the conventional relation λ = GFm
2
H/
√
2. We use λ˜i to
distinguish from λi of the 2HDM.
bA condition that is more restrictive than MFV.
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Next we can add the most general, renormalizable potential that describes the
couplings of the colour octet S to the two colour singlets (Φ1,Φ2) as well as the self
interactions of the colour octet. This potential can be easily constructed by analogy
with Eq. 1. The octet self interactions do not change,
V (S) = 2m2STrS
†iSi + µ1TrS†iSiS†jSj + µ2TrS†iSjS†jSi + µ3TrS†iSiTrS†jSj
+ µ4TrS
†iSjTrS†jSi + µ5TrSiSjTrS†iS†j + µ6TrSiSjS†jS†i. (4)
Interactions between one of the two colour singlets and the colour octet mimic Eq. 1,
V (Φ1, S) = ν1Φ
†i
1 Φ1iTrS
†jSj + ν2Φ
†i
1 Φ1jTrS
†jSi
+
(
ν3Φ
†i
1 Φ
†j
1 TrSiSj + ν4Φ
†i
1 TrS
†jSjSi + ν5Φ
†i
1 TrS
†jSiSj + h.c.
)
V (Φ2, S) = ω1Φ
†i
2 Φ2iTrS
†jSj + ω2Φ
†i
2 Φ2jTrS
†jSi
+
(
ω3Φ
†i
2 Φ
†j
2 TrSiSj + ω4Φ
†i
2 TrS
†jSjSi + ω5Φ
†i
2 TrS
†jSiSj + h.c.
)
(5)
Lastly, we look at terms that include both Φ1 and Φ2 as well as S,
c
VN (Φ1,Φ2, S) = κ1Φ
†i
1 Φ2iTrS
†jSj + κ2Φ
†i
1 Φ2jTrS
†jSi + κ3Φ
†i
1 Φ
†j
2 TrSjSi + h.c.(6)
In our notation the SU(2) indices i, j are shown explicitly, Si = T
ASAi , and the
trace is over colour indices. The complete potential is thus,
V (Φ1,Φ2, S) = V (Φ1,Φ2) + V (S) + V (Φ1, S) + V (Φ2, S) + VN (Φ1,Φ2, S) . (7)
After symmetry breaking, this potential yields the following scalar masses
m2H± =
2m212
sin 2β
− λ4 + λ5
2
v2, m2A =
2m212
sin 2β
− λ5v2,
m2h =
2m212
sin 2β
cos2(β − α) + v2
(
λ1 sin
2 α cos2 β + λ2 cos
2 α sin2 β − λ345
2
sin 2α sin 2β
)
,
m2H =
2m212
sin 2β
sin2(β − α) + v2
(
λ1 cos
2 α cos2 β + λ2 sin
2 α sin2 β +
λ345
2
sin 2α sin 2β
)
,
m212 =
v2
[(
λ1 cos
2 β − λ2 sin2 β
)
tan 2α− λ3452 sin 2β
]
2 tan 2α cot 2β − 1 . (8)
where λ345 = λ3 + λ4 + λ5, and v
2 = v21 + v
2
2 with v1,2 the vevs of Φ1,2 respectively.
Similarly, for the colour octet sector
m2S± = m
2
S +
v2
4
(
ν1 cos
2 β + ω1 sin
2 β + κ1 sin 2β
)
,
m2S0R
= m2S +
v2
4
[
(ν1 + ν2 + 2ν3) cos
2 β + (ω1 + ω2 + 2ω3) sin
2 β
+ (κ1 + κ2 + κ3) sin 2β] ,
m2S0I
= m2S +
v2
4
[
(ν1 + ν2 − 2ν3) cos2 β + (ω1 + ω2 − 2ω3) sin2 β
+ (κ1 + κ2 − κ3) sin 2β] . (9)
cNote that these terms are allowed by MFV but not by the discrete symmetry commonly used to
restrict the 2HDM potental.
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The Yukawa couplings, LY = LY 1 (Φ1,Φ2) + LY 2 (S), in the flavour eigenstate
basis are
LY 1 (Φ1,Φ2) = −
(
gD1
)α
β
D¯R,αΦ
†
1Q
β
L −
(
gU1
)α
β
U¯R,αΦ˜
†
1Q
β
L
−(gD2 )αβD¯R,αΦ†2QβL − (gU2 )αβU¯R,αΦ˜†2QβL + h.c.,
LY 2(S) = −
(
gD3
)α
β
D¯R,αS
†QβL −
(
gU3
)α
β
U¯R,αS˜
†QβL + h.c. (10)
where H˜i = εijH
∗
j as usual for all three scalar doublets H = Φ1,2, S, and α, β are
flavour indices.
2.1. Minimal flavour Violation
The usual approach to suppressing FCNC in 2HDM is to introduce discrete sym-
metries that force for the Type I, gD,U1 = 0, for Type II, g
U
1 = g
D
2 = 0.The type
I can be enforced with φ1 → −φ1, and the type II with φ1 → −φ1, dR → −dR.9
We use instead MFV8 requiring that there be only two flavour symmetry breaking
matrices: GU which transforms as (3U , 3¯Q) under the flavour group and G
Dwhich
transforms as (3D, 3¯Q). The matrices appearing in Eq. 10 become
gD1 = η
D
1 G
D, gD2 = η
D
2 G
D, gD3 = η
D
3 G
D
gU1 = η
U
1 G
U , gU2 = η
U
2 G
U , gU3 = η
U
3 G
U . (11)
where ηD,Ui , i = 1, 2, 3, are complex scalars. The two types of two Higgs doublet
model can be defined by
• Type I: ηD1 = ηU1 = 0
• Type II: ηU1 = ηD2 = 0
MFV is less restrictive than the discrete symmetries and allows quartic terms
in the scalar potential that are odd in either of the doublets. In particular it allows
the terms with coefficients ν4,5, ω4,5 and κ1,2,3 in Eqs. 5 and 6. It also allows the
additional terms in the regular 2HDM sector,
V ′(Φ1,Φ2) = λ6
(
Φ†1Φ1
)(
Φ†1Φ2
)
+ λ7
(
Φ†2Φ2
)(
Φ†1Φ2
)
+ h.c.. (12)
We do not include these two terms in our numerical studies.
2.2. Custodial symmetry
To impose custodial symmetry we follow the matrix formulation.34 Scalar doublets
are written as,
Mab =
(
Φ˜a,Φb
)
=
(
φ0∗a φ
+
b
−φ−a φ0b
)
, a, b = 1, 2, (13)
SA =
(
S˜A, SA
)
=
(
SA0∗ SA+
−SA− SA0
)
, (14)
and the custodial symmetry is imposed by writing the scalar potential directly in
terms of O(4) invariants.
There are two methods proposed in the literature,
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• Using only M11 and M22. This results is all the λi being real and
κ2 = κ3, 2ν3 = ν2, ν4 = ν
∗
5 , 2ω3 = ω2, ω4 = ω
∗
5 , λ4 = λ5. (15)
• Using only M12 results instead in
ν2 = ω2 = κ3 = κ
?
3, κ2 = 2ν2, ν3 = ω
?
3 ,
λ6 = λ7, λ1 = λ2 = λ3, m
2
11 = m
2
22. (16)
For the vacuum to be invariant as well one needs v?1 = v2 which is too
restrictive so we will only use the first method.
Imposing custodial symmetry results in ∆ρ = 0 up weak corrections as can be
easily verified. It also results in mH± = mA and in mS± = mS0I . It has been
pointed out before that it is also possible to satisfy ∆ρ = 0 with mH± = mH
40,41
and in mS± = mS0R ,
18 and that this follows from ‘twisted’ custodial symmetry.
The results in Eq. 15 can be compared with those obtained in the SM plus MW
case,
2λ˜3 = λ˜2, 2λ˜6 = 2λ˜7 = λ˜11, λ˜9 = λ˜10, λ˜4 = λ˜
?
5. (17)
2.3. Unitarity constraints
In this section we consider high energy two-to-two scalar scattering to constrain
the strength of the self interactions with the requirement of perturbative unitar-
ity. Although the potential is renormalizable, the tree-level scattering amplitudes
approach a constant at high energy that is proportional to the quartic couplings.
Perturbative unitarity then constrains their size in a manner entirely analogous to
the unitarity bound on the SM Higgs boson mass35 and generalizations.36–38 We
will consider scattering of all the scalar particles that appear in the model at energies
much larger than their masses. The strongest limits on the couplings are obtained
by considering scattering of two particle states of definite colour and I = 0. In this
context, I = 0 is the singlet of the approximate O(4) symmetry.
We begin by showing some of the resulting constraints for the SM plus MW case
and comparing tree level unitarity with the improvement one can get by allowing
the couplings to run.39 A further improvement is achieved by including the modi-
fications to the running of the SM quartic coupling (or Higgs mass).29 This can be
seen on the left panel of Figure 1.
We next extend unitarity constraints to the 2HDM plus MW case, with the
additional requirement of the known conditions for having a positive definite Higgs
potential with a Z2 symmetry,
42
λ1 > 0, λ2 > 0, λ3 > −
√
λ1λ2, λ3 + λ4 ± λ5 > −
√
λ1λ2. (18)
We will always identify the lightest neutral scalar h with the 125.6 GeV state found
at LHC.1,2 The heavy scalar is allowed to have a mass in the range 600 ≤ mH ≤
900 GeV and the pseudoscalar and charged scalars in the range 400 ≤ mA =
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mH± ≤ 1300 GeV. For the case of the 2HDM, the the two-to-two scattering matrix
for neutral colour singlets is 14× 14 and can be diagonalized exactly.36 When the
colour octet is added the matrix becomes 18×18 and we diagonalize it numerically.
Unitarity constraints are obtained again from the J = 0 partial wave. We show
one of the more interesting projections of these constraints on the right panel of
Figure 1.
Fig. 1. The left panel shows the region in the λ˜1− λ˜2 plane that satisfies the unitarity constraint
in the SM plus MW at 1 TeV in red. Including unitarity constraints on the running of mh up to
100 TeV in green and up to 1010 GeV in blue. The right panel shows a comparison of unitarity
constraints (red points) to 1σ constraints from h→ gg and h→ γγ in the 2HDM-II (blue points)
and the 2HDM plus a colour octet (green).
The region allowed by tree-level unitarity for the sector of the potential that
couples the colour singlets and octets shows approximate correlations of the form
|2ν1 + ν2| <∼ 14, |2ω1 + ω2| <∼ 15 and |2κ1 + κ2| <∼ 11.43 This is also the correlation
observed in SM + MW for λ˜1 − λ˜2 that is shown in Figure 1.
2.4. Tree-level Higgs decay
The tree-level Higgs couplings to tt¯, bb¯ and τ+τ− as well as to WW and ZZ
already constrain the parameter space of the 2HDM requiring it to be close to the
SM.44–46 We illustrate the following constraints in Figure 2 as per the ATLAS-
CMS combination of data for the case where BSM physics is allowed in loops and
in decays,47
κb = 0.60
+0.18
−0.18, κτ = 0.88
+0.13
−0.12, κt = 1.43
+0.23
−0.22. (19)
On the left panel we look at the type-I 2HDM and show the region allowed at
the 2.2σ level by the ATLAS-CMS combination (dashed blue) superimposed on the
region allowed by tree-level unitarity (red dots). We use 2.2σ because the 2HDM-I
is ruled out by this data at the 2σ level due to the conflicting requirements of an
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enhanced top-quark coupling and a reduced b-quark coupling. On the right panel
we show the type-II 2HDM at 2σ. In this case the strongest constraint arises from
the tau-lepton couplings.43
Fig. 2. Constraints on the cos(β − α)− tanβ plane arising from LHC fits to κt, κb and κτ .Left
for 2HDM-I at 2.2σ (dashed blue) and right for 2HDM-II at 2σ. The red area is that allowed by
tree-level unitarity.
2.5. Direct bounds on the colour octet
One would expect that the LHC can rule out additional light colour scalars from
their non-observation. It turns out however that the existing bounds are not very
restrictive.
The basic constraints arise from decays into two jets or a tt¯ pair. CMS limits on a
colour-octet scalar S0 from dijet final state quote MS < 3.1 TeV.
48 However, this is
a for a model with production cross-section a few thousand times larger. Similarly,
bounds on Z ′ resonances decaying to tt¯ pairs49 can be interpreted as posing no
significant constraint for these scalars. It is known8,50 that the cross sections for
producing pairs of coloured scalars are larger than those for single scalar production
for much of the parameter space. The relevant constraints would then be dijet pairs
and four top-quarks. But again the models that have been studied have much larger
production cross-sections than MW and effectively there are no direct constraints
from LHC yet.
2.6. One loop constraints
The additional contribution to the Higgs boson production due to the octet-scalar
loops in the limit of very heavy quarks and colour scalars in the loop can be written
as8,15
L = (
√
2GF )
1/2 αs
12pi
GAµνG
Aµνh
(
nhf +
v2
m2S
3
8
(2λ˜1 + λ˜2)
)
(20)
where nhf is the number of heavy quark flavours, one in the case of SM3 and three
in the case of SM4. This result shows the important role that additional colour
scalars can play in the effective one-loop couplings of the Higgs.
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Next we present the points allowed by tree-level unitarity in a h→ gg vs h→ γγ
plot in Figure 3. The black contours are taken from The universal Higgs fit.51d The
SM point is, of course, (1,1). On the left panel we have overlaid the region allowed
by tree level unitarity of the SM plus MW model for two values of MS , 1 TeV
and 1.75 TeV. On the right panel we have overlaid the blue regions which are the
points allowed by unitarity for the 2HDM parameter space, and the red regions
corresponding to the 2HDM augmented by the colour-octet. The figure illustrates
Fig. 3. Best fit to BR(h → γγ) vs BR(h → gg):51 the red dot (black x) is the best fit, the
solid and dashed curves show the 1σ and 2σ allowed regions respectively. In the left panel we have
superimposed the range of predictions in the SM + MW for two values of MS and values of λ˜1,2
spanning the parameter space allowed by tree-level unitarity. On the right panel we superimpose
the parameter space that satisfies the unitarity constraints for the 2HDM (blue points) and for
the 2HDM + MW (red points).
how the loop induced Higgs decays are at present the best channels to constrain a
Manohar-Wise type colour-octet. The colour-octet also extends the region which
can be explained with a 2HDM mostly in the direction of a larger BR(h→ gg).
Recent interest in a possible 750 GeV di-photon resonance,3,4 compels us to
explore the possibility of it being the H0 in a 2HDM extended with a colour-octet.
Other papers have used a colour-octet in this context recently.52,53 Figure 4 shows
this is not possible. The observed signal interpreted as a resonance requires a cross-
section σ(pp → γγX) in the vicinity of 10fb.54 The largest B(H → gg) that can
be obtained are about three orders of magnitude too small to reach the necessary
cross-section.
3. Conclusions
We discussed Higgs phenomenology of a scalar sector augmented with a new mul-
tiplet of colour octet scalars as in the Manohar-Wise model which is motivated by
MFV both for a one Higgs doublet model (SM) and a two Higgs doublet model
(type I and II). Starting from the most general renormalizable scalar potential we
have reduced the number of allowed terms with the usual theoretical requirements
dWe thank Kristjan Kannike who provided us with these fits.
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Fig. 4. Cross-section σ(pp → γγX) normalised to B(H → gg) through a 750 GeV H0 as a
function of B(H → gg) for points allowed by both unitarity and h→ gg, h→ γγ at 1σ.
of minimal flavor violation and custodial symmetry. We considered constraints on
the masses and parameters of the model from unitarity and vacuum stability and
saw that the additional colour scalars are very difficult to rule out or to observe
directly.
The measured hgg and hγγ couplings are in agreement with the SM, but there
is still room for new physics at the 50% level. They constitute one of the best
places to constrain a MW extension. For SM plus MW we found that the Higgs
one-loop effective couplings place constraints on the model that fall between those
from tree level unitarity and those from RGI unitarity. We found that the existence
of such colour scalars would effectively remove the constraints on the top Yukawa
coupling arising from these couplings.
We confronted the model with available LHC results in the form of fitted cou-
plings of the Higgs boson which we identify with the lightest scalar in the 2HDM.
After collecting constraints on the parameters of the 2HDM from tree-level Higgs
couplings we constrain the new sector couplings to the colour-octet using a current
fit on the one loop h→ γγ and h→ gg couplings.
Finally we predict the one loop couplings of the heavier neutral scalar H → γγ
and H → gg using the points in parameter space that satisfy all our constraints.
We find that this cannot be the 750 GeV di-photon resonance that might have been
seen at LHC.
This research was supported in part by the DOE under contract number de-
sc0009974. We thank Harald Fritzsch for the opportunity to participate in a very
productive meeting.
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